
History for Kids
Video Lessons 



Trip through Time

Video # 1: PREHISTORY

click here to watch the video

https://youtu.be/9wtC1EuDlBE


I. Complete the sentences below using the correct words in
the bottom box.

1. In _______________ , people did not write down information yet.

2. A _______________ is a group of people. 

3. A _______________ is a leader.

4. You make a _______________ when you are the first person in the world to find something.

5. The word “_______________” means “from a long time ago”.

6. Plants and animals are _______________ if they are gone from the Earth.

7. A _______________ is a large group of animals of the same kind that live and eat together.

• herd

• tribe

• chief

• extinct

• ancient

• discovery

• prehistory



II. Match the pictures with the correct sentences in the
bottom box.

A. Tools helped prehistoric people hunt and cook.

B. Fire was a very useful discovery for prehistoric people. 

C. Prehistoric people painted animals and lines on rocks and caves.

D. In prehistoric times, people hunted mammoths for their meat and skin.

1.                                                 2.                                                3.                      4. 



III. Choose the correct answers based on the video.

1. The tribe chief tells Emily and Jay to _______________ so that they will not burn themselves.
A. be careful
B. say who they are
C. stay away from the fire

2. Because of fire, prehistoric people could _______________.
A. cook food
B. make caves
C. protect wild animals

3. One of the oldest and most important artwork is in a cave in _______________.
A. Spain
B. France
C. Germany



4. The biggest mammoths could be as high as _______________ feet.
A. 11
B. 17
C. 30

5. Some examples of tools are _______________.
A. knives, arrows, and axes
B. grass, shrubs, and berries
C. wood, stone, and animal bones

6. Prehistoric people did NOT _______________.
A. hunt
B. catch fish
C. plant fruit and vegetables

III. Choose the correct answers based on the video.



IV. Fill in the boxes with the correct letters to complete the
sentences below.

1. The tribe chief’s name is                           .

2. One of the oldest artwork is in the cave of .

3. The mammoth was similar to the                                      .

4. People needed to create tools in the                                                   period.

5. Jay sees a man fishing with a                         .



V. Answer the questions below in complete sentences.

1. When did people discover fire? 

2. What did prehistoric people make from 
mammoths? 

3. What is the most interesting thing you learned 
about prehistoric times?

4. What question(s) do you have about prehistoric 
times?

5. Imagine that you can use a time machine to 
travel back in time. Would you like to travel 
back to prehistoric times? Why or why not?


